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       Agenda                                   Goals
● Introduction to  the “Port-visory” 

Program
● Why reflections matter
● Why pairing reflections with 

advisory works
● What it means to be “Teacher 

Driven”
● Soliciting feedback

● Universal takeaways 

● To consider adding academic 
reflections to your existing 
advisory programs

● To inspire the creation of a 
similar program for your 
students

● To encourage the use of staff 
feedback and teacher 
leadership 



Introduction to the School
The Cape Cod Lighthouse Charter School is a 6-8 charter school in Harwich.

Created in 1995, serves 243 students from Cape Cod 

 Mission Elements

● Project Based Learning
● Diverse Performance Assessments 
● Teaching to the Whole Child
● Teacher Led School
● Use of Community Partners



Birth of “Port-Visory”

● Teacher committee created to develop a program in 2013.
● Committee chair selected, stipend offered

● ELA department suggested a 
portfolio program when returning 
from a PD that showed student 
writing portfolios

● How do we document what we do? 
How do kids show growth?

● How do we integrate an advisory 
program without overhauling our 
schedule and program?



Early Steps
● Create mission statement anchored in school mission statement
● Decide on structures

○ Single gender?
○ Cross graded or single grade?
○ New teacher every year, or same group for three years?

● Create templates and examples
● Create catalogue of icebreakers, games, community builders
● Decide on meeting time and frequency

○ Created a “portvisory day” time schedule

● Train Staff, get staff input, process staff input, make changes, disseminate 
changes, get input, etc...



Introduction to PortVisory! 
Meets once a month in single-gender, single-grade level groupings

Staff members keep the same group for all three years

Portfolio: To create a binder to encapsulate a student’s three years a the 
school. Includes a yearly “About Me,” goals for each term, example school 
work, and reflections on projects, assessments, field trips, events, etc.

Advisory: A monthly conversation or activity centered around a school wide 
advisory theme for the month. 

Students display their portfolios with a 3 year reflection at end of 8th grade



Portfolio Meets Advisory

Continuum of what staff and students are comfortable with/ desired

Aim for the middle 

● Allows for the most people to be comfortable
● Allows for groups to shift focus as needed meeting to meeting



Tie to the School Mission 



Successful Schools for Young Adolescence
Association for Middle Level Education “This We Believe”

Essential Attributes. An education for young adolescents must be:

● Developmentally Responsive : using the nature of young adolescents as 
the foundation on which all decisions are made.

● Challenging: recognize that every student can learn and everyone is held 
to high expectations

● Empowering: providing all students with the knowledge and skills they 
need to take control of their lives

● Equitable: advocating for every student’s right to learn and provide 
challenging and relevant learning opportunities.  



Reflection Expectations
Students reflect :

● After major assignments
● After events/ field trips
● End of the Year

Let’s Practice
5 min. Think of a session you have been 
to during this conference
1. Why did you pick that session? What 

did you expect? 
2. Did the session meet your 

expectations? Why or why not?
3. What was your favorite part of the 

session? Describe one thing you are 
taking away from it ( be specific!)

4. One word to describe this 
conference thus far 



Why Reflection Matters

Based on Gibb’s 
Reflective Cycle 

What can a student 
learn from an 

assignment above and 
beyond the content ??

How can they improve in 
the future?



Why Reflection Matters

Student 
Perspective: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fhGuSx3asnE


Reflection Examples



Reflection Examples



Reflection Examples



Goal Setting 

Students reflect each term

Process “did you meet your goals” 
at the end of the term

Can be academic or personal



Final Product

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gzJqNB-nNjQ


Why Advisory Matters “Advisory is an essential and 
integral part of a 
developmentally responsive 
middle school. One that fosters 
trust, communication, and a 
true sense of belonging for the 
students as the result of a 
positive relationships between 
students and teachers, and 
students and fellow students.” 

Burns, Jenkins, Kane



Quality Control 

Staff Google Classroom

Monthly theme

Distribution of agenda & 
slides

January 
Portvisory: Goal 

Setting 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1AWU-LbCvwjhvX_FOFHfpOW6an51ALjLQdOhqy8TnTTI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1AWU-LbCvwjhvX_FOFHfpOW6an51ALjLQdOhqy8TnTTI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1AWU-LbCvwjhvX_FOFHfpOW6an51ALjLQdOhqy8TnTTI/edit?usp=sharing


Why Advisory Matters
Student Perspective: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MeFp1K3F7Ms


Teacher Driven 
Goal : To make this program our own/ driven by the needs of our students

To accomplish this:

● Teacher committee meets regularly to reflect on previous sessions, 
brainstorm advisory themes, discuss how to support reflections, delegate 
pre-planning tasks for next session 

● Feedback solicited after every meeting 
● Drop in observations done regularly
● Formal feedback solicited from 8th graders and staff at end of year
● New committee members welcomed at any time



Soliciting Feedback 

Google 
Form

Easy Data

Decisions 
for Next 
Year Data 
Driven



Staff Wordle 



Student Wordle



Cycle of Reflection / Room to Grow
Accept that it will always evolve, create 
the structures for that to happen, and 
acknowledge that it’s a good thing

● Student needs will change
● Current issues will change
● Opportunities for service projects 

will arise  
● A chance to models that teachers 

and administrators are student 
centered and open to feedback 



Universal Takeaways
● Pairing academic reflections with advisory groups is effective 
● Small changes to the program and schedule can yield big results
● New programs need to be anchored in the mission and values of the 

school
● Not everything has to be assessed 
● Soft skills matter, and need space to be taught
● Teacher input increases buy in, even if it can mean the process is messy 

and slow to build
● Listen to the students, keep YOUR students at the center 



“We know that young people- from the least to most advantaged- need 

opportunities to stand tall. We know teens thrive in settings, in and outside 

school, where they encounter:

1. Caring relationships that help them build an attachment to the learning 

environment and persist through obstacles.

2. Cognitive challenges that engage them intellectually, tap interests and 

hone essential skills.

3. A culture of peer support that pushes them to do their best work.

4. Community membership and voice in a group worth belonging to

5. Connections to an expanding network of adults to help them access 

additional learning and career opportunities.”

(W.K Kellogg Foundation, 2002)



Questions?? Resources
Hkast@cclcs.info 

Twitter: @Hkast8
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